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Abstract

Handwritten Arabic, like other handwritten (such as Latin, Chinese, etc.), have re-

ceived increasing attention from several researchers. To preserve and promote wider access

to the invaluable cultural and literary heritage held in both public and private collections

of manuscripts, the researchers have proposed and developed several approaches based

on annotation, metadata, and transcription. The need to access to the manuscript text

is increasing on a large scale. For this reason, traditional methods of indexing such as

annotation or transcription will be outdated as they require a considerable and unreliable

manual effort. It is, therefore, necessary to develop new tools for the identification and

recognition of handwritten text contained in images. However, despite the development

that has been shown by Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) in different computer vi-

sion tasks, the latter has not known many uses in the field of Arabic manuscripts. Even if,

the use of these methods based on deep learning to predict the class of characters, such as

the Handwritten numbers, has achieved a great result. Hence, the idea of using methods

based on deep learning techniques to classify words and characters in images of Arabic

manuscripts.

In this paper, we propose two classification methods to predict the class of each word,

using the HADARA80P dataset. The first one uses a simple neural network and the last

one uses a convolutional neural network. The experimental results obtained by these two

methods are very interesting
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0.1. INTRODUCTION

0.1 Introduction

Statistically speaking, Arabic is one of the top five most widely spoken language in the

present world, where it is used by more than 267 million people, it is an official language

in more than 16 countries and spoken widely in a number of other countries as well [1].

In addition to that, Arabic is the liturgical language of the religion of Islam, hence a

large number of religious texts and writings are in Arabic. Numerous languages including

Persian, Hindi, and Urdu have taken inspiration from Arabic.

Arabic handwritten technologies have been developed for many years in different tasks.

Despite this development that has been shown by the researchers, these methods still not

accurate enough for practical applications. The difficulty of handwritten is mainly caused

by a multitude of confusing characters and excessive cursiveness in Arabic handwritings.

In addition, Handwritten documents, either historical or modern, always suffer from vari-

ability in writing style, not only among different authors but also for documents of the

same writer [2]. Figure 1 shows some examples of Arabic words that are very similar and

are often confusing. Arabic contains a lot of such confusing characters.

In recent years, Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNN) have achieved a good

results in different computer vision tasks like classification, image recognition and de-

tection. Composed of many layers, DNNs can model much more complicated functions

than shallow networks. The availability of large-scale training data and advances in com-

puting technologies have made the training of such deep networks possible, leading to a

widespread adoption of DNNs in many problem domains. For example, deep convolu-

tional neural networks (DCNNs) have shown outstanding performances in many image

recognition field. The experiments have shown that the methods based on deep convolu-

tional neural network have shown a state-of-the-art performance in both word recognition

and word spotting. However, in handwritten Arabic, none of existing methods for word

recognition are based on deep convolutional neural network. In this context, we built two

methods that predict the class of each word based on deep convolutional neural networks.

In this research, we review some projects that have been worked on different handwritten

kinds, we use the famous HADARA80P dataset to evaluate ours proposed methods.

The rest of this document is organized as following: in section 0.2, we talk briefly

on some projects have been done in different handwritten kinds, and describe the con-

volutional neural network and HADARA80P. In section 0.3, we present the experimental

results of our work. finally, conclusions are provided in section 0.4.
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0.2. RELATED WORK

Figure 1: Examples of Arabic manuscripts ”Source ’ HADARA80P dataset ’”

0.2 Related Work

0.2.1 Methods

Regarding handwritten problems, there are several challenges to solve these prob-

lems, since many documents are in defective editions, and since the low quality of old

manuscripts, the complexity of Arabic script and the different writing styles. Over the

years, Handwritten researchers, even that of Arabic handwritten, have developed and pro-

posed several techniques for automatic and semi-automatic transcription [3], searching in

manuscripts using metadata and annotation [4], word spotting [5],[6], character and word

recognition [7],[8]. In general, we can group these techniques into two categories: tradi-

tional and modern techniques. Most traditional methods are based on feature extractors

such as SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform), geometric features and HOG-based

descriptors. In contrast the modern methods are based on deep convolutional neural net-

works such as [7],[8][9]. In this section, we mention some projects that have worked on

the different problems in different handwritten kinds such as Handwritten Arabic, Hangul,

Chinese.

Using SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform) algorithm as a feature extractor for

interest words points [3], the authors could propose method for semi-automatic transcrip-

tion based on two steps: the first one is to segment the digitized manuscripts on words,

while the second searches in a database of image words and their equivalent in text mode

the corresponding text words of each image word if it exists.

inspired by [10], in [7] the authors presented a CNN architecture designed for word
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spotting called PHOCNET. They could achieve great results in different dataset kinds

such as Goerge Washington dataset (GW), IAM Handwritten Database, and IFN/ENIT

database. Moreover [8], [9] also have worked on character recognition by using convolu-

tional neural network, the first one for Handwritten Hangul and last one for Handwritten

Chinese.

0.2.2 Convolutional neural networks

A- Neural Networks

A multilayer perceptron ”MLP” (or neural network) is a class of feedforward artificial

neural networks. A MLP consists of at least three layers of nodes: an input layer, a

hidden layer and an output layer (See Figure 2). The output layer can in principle contain

several perceptrons (neurons or units). We may apply a different activation function as

for the hidden layers depending on the type of problems we have at hand : regression or

classification.

B- Convolutional neural networks

Convolutional neural networks are a specialized type of multilayer perceptron often

used in computer vision tasks like image recognition and object detection. As their name

indicates, this type of networks uses the mathematical discrete convolution operation.

Given a two-dimensional image I and a two-dimensional kernel K, the result of discrete

convolutional operation is defined by:

S(i, j) = (I ∗ K)(i, j) =
∑
m

∑
n

I(i + m, j + n)K(m, n)

A convolutional neural network is generally composed of three kinds of layers, a con-

volutional layer, pooling layer, and fully connected layer. See figure 4.

Convolutional layer: It’s the heart of a convolutional neural network that allow

it to learn linear features. At that stage we apply the convolution operation between the

matrix of a portion of its inputs and the matrix of learnable parameters known as kernel.

Then, the kernel is shifted by a number s of pixels, s is called the stride. We also add a

zero padding, which is a margin of size p containing zero values around the image in order

to control the size of the output. Depending on the situation, hyper-parameters p and

s needs to be chosen in order to perform the convolution operation. If the input of this

layer is of size W × H × C and the kernel is of size f × f , then the size of the output is

governed by this formulas:

Houtput = H + 2p − f

s
+ 1
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Woutput = W + 2p − f

s
+ 1

Pooling layer: Also called subsampling, replaces the output of the nearby outputs.

By doing so, it can help in reducing the spatial size of the representation, and more impor-

tantly it helps to make the output less sensitive to small translations of the input. This is

very useful when we focus on whether some feature is present in the input than its exact

location. Among the popular types of pooling layers we find max pooling, which reports

the maximum output within a neighborhood, average pooling and a weighted average

based on the distance from a central pixel. Convolutional layers are often followed by a

non-linearity to allow network to learn more complex and non-linear features.

Fully connected layer: After several convolution and pooling layers, convolutional

neural networks generally ends up with fully connected layers. The resulting output of the

previous layers is flattened into a vector and then we add perceptron layers as in regular

fully connected neural network.

0.2.3 Arabic Handwritten

In this work, we based on HADARA80P dataset published in [11]. This dataset is

based on the historical handwritten book ””badalu almaaun fi fadlu altaaun””, which was

written by the author, EL Hafid Ibn Hajr El Askalani, and published in 06.833 AH (Is-

lamic calendar) corresponds to Feb. 1430 AD. The book contains about 250 text pages

grouped into five chapters.

The HADARA80P datset contains about 80 manuscript images consisting of one inlay

cover and the first 79 of the complete book. For this work, we could obtain 300 word

samples from [12], this database includes 150 samples of each word which are ”Allah”

and ”Tauun”. The images are scaled to the pixel size of 100x100. For the first proposed

method, we defined the images as a first step with gray scale pixel values then we flatten

them to a vectors, which gives us a vectors of size 10000. For the second method, we

provide the images as is it.
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0.3. METHODS AND EXPERIMENTS

0.3 Methods and Experiments

Simple Neural Network

Figure 2: Our architecture.

In the first step, we tried to use a simple neural network containing the following

layers:

- An input layer presented by a vector of size 10000;

- Three hidden layers of size 512, 256 and 128 respectively. We apply at each neuron

a Relu activation function.

- An output layer contains one unit (perceptron), since our objective is to predict the

class of each word, either ”Allah” or ”Altaaun”. For the prediction, we apply a segmoid

activation function at the output.

Regarding the learning phase, we used a total of 300 images, 150 for each category,

including 210 samples for training and 90 for validation. We obtained good results, the

figure 3 shows the evolution of the precision of our model

Figure 3: Accuracy and loss of our neural network
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0.4. CONCLUSION

Deep Convolutional Neural Network

Figure 4: Our architecture.

Our second work consist of using a DCNN to predict the class of each word. Our model

contains 7 layers : input layer of size (100, 100, 3), 5 hidden layers; two convolutional layers,

each one followed by a Relu activation function and a pooling layer ”Max-Pool”; and a

Fully connected layer, and output layer containing only one perceptron (See Figure 4).

The figure 5 shows the evolution of our model.

Figure 5: Accuracy and loss of our neural network using 10 epochs

0.4 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed two methods for word classification. The first one based

on deep neural network and the last one on deep convolutional neural network. These

proposed methods help to predict the class of each word either Allah or Atauun which

are obtained from the HADARA80P dataset. We show empirically that our proposed

methods are able to achieve state-of-the-art performance of 100% on the HADARA80P

datasets.
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